
Cisco Room Kit Series offer powerful collaboration 
solutions that integrate with flat panel displays to 
bring more intelligence and usability to your huddle, 
small, medium, large and specialized meeting rooms. 

These integrated video bars and room collaboration  
kits deliver the unmatched video and audio experience  
that help your workers stay connected with peers, 
customers and partners, while enhancing productivity  
and collaboration for in-person and remote attendees.  
In addition, new capabilities enable even smarter 
meetings, smarter presentations, and smarter room 
and device integrations—further removing the barriers 
to usage and deployment of video collaboration. 

Cisco Room Kit Series 
Flexible video collaboration for the modern workplace 

Benefits 

Powerful collaboration solutions  
Integrate with one or multiple flat panel displays to 
bring more intelligence and usability to your huddle, 
small, medium, large and specialized meeting rooms. 

Smart presentations  
Supports single or multiple video and content 
sources, wireless sharing, and 4K content make for 
great presentations; see whiteboard content and 
annotations shared from other Cisco devices. 

Smart rooms  
People count for usage metrics and resource 
allocation; tight integrations with screens to 
enhance user interactions; APIs and macros allow 
meeting personalization. 

Smart meetings  
Powerful video bars and cameras deliver intelligent 
viewing capabilities, such as Frames individual people 
framing group view and speaker view; AI capabilities 
enable automatic noise suppression and Machine 
Learning-based noise removal to reduce meeting 
interruptions and voice-activated controls  
for easy dialing. 

Flexibility  
Built for both on-premises and cloud deployment, 
protecting your investment. Paired with the award-
winning Cisco Room Navigator touch panel, they 
bring augmented intelligence to every room with 
intuitive conference controls, room booking, meeting 
room controls and digital signage. 
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At a Glance 



Room USB  
A plug-and-play video bar 
peripheral featuring seamless USB 
passthrough for video conferencing 
on any meeting platform, wireless 
content sharing, full HD video, and 
crisp audio for the ultimate BYOD 
meeting experience. 

The Cisco Room Kits are rich in functionality and experience but are priced 
and designed to be easily scalable to all your workspaces - whether 
registered to the Webex Cloud or deployed on premises. With access to 
the Control Hub, these intelligent room devices offer unified cloud admin 
capabilities including seamless management, provisioning, analytics and 
workspace insights alongside your entire Cisco deployment.

Bringing powerful 
collaboration  
to all your  
meeting rooms 

Room Bar  
A single-codec video bar designed 
for huddle spaces and small 
meeting rooms, connecting with 
single or dual screens. It features 
a wide-lens camera, spatial audio, 
built-in microphones, intelligent 
people framing, USB passthrough, 
and video interoperability to support 
multi-platform meetings.

Room Kit  
An integrated video bar designed 
for medium-sized workspaces with 
up to 10 people. It features a smart 
camera, built-in loudspeaker and  
microphone system, and is equipped  
with AI features, wireless content 
sharing, and advanced room and 
device integrations.

Room Kit Plus  
Features the powerful Codec 
Plus and the Quad Camera bar, 
accommodating rooms with up  
to 14 people. It is also available  
as integrator bundle including  
the Cisco PTZ 4K Camera for  
advanced pan-tilt-zoom and 
presenter tracking.

Room Kit Pro  
A powerful room kit bundle featuring 
the Codec Pro designed for very 
large rooms and specialized AV 
integration scenarios with  
multiple screens, cameras, video  
and content sources, and room 
peripheral options.

Room Kit EQ  
The ultimate collaboration kit for 
large workspaces featuring the 
AI-powered EQ, the Quad Camera 
bar, enhanced connectivity, and 
unparalleled audio and camera 
intelligence for conference rooms, 
training rooms and auditoriums. 
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 For more information, please visit  
 hardware.webex.com/products/room-series-and-kits 

https://hardware.webex.com/products/room-series-and-kits

